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to have been born
given
that I was born because
in the year nineteen hundred and seventy after the death of christ
assume
a generation were twenty five years
three hundred and seventy five years
is fifteen generations
beginning in the year nineteen hundred and seventy
returned three hundred and seventy five years
is fifteen hundred and ninety five after the death of christ
whether to count back ward from ones start
ending in history or
whether to begin at a most distant history and from there look to ones presence
a question of genaeological perspective
to describe oneself simply because an established origin is necessarily relative to an
immediacy for reasons of study
fifteen generations include
present
1

two parents

2

four grandparents

3

eight great grandparents

4

sixteen great great grandparents

5

thirty two great great great grandparents

6

them of

7

them of

8

them of

9

them of

10

them of

11

them of

12

them of

13

them of

14

them of

15

them of
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uncanonical
mnemonic
unconstitutional
canonical
education foundations
annulment
and how does a marriage start
and how does a marriage end
recognition of
collateral
material
immaterial
sparkling water
first airlock
good speller
god dog
dry cleaned shirts
missed them later
clock wise
today it rained
from the clouds
small drops of water on my windshield
north east bound
[all I know]
nicklaulmnos kaulscheur
nicklaus kalscheur
as a citizen
not my voice either more local than I
no descendants
of the futures past toward the future and no ascendants I suppose some are necessary
were I to consider
to come again
stimulus response
red in a shirt with no bra
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I am my own literary agent
I have a bracket on my keyboard before then it was
a parenthesi [plural]
I have a brackets
on purchasing
people
human trafficking
on whether purchased humans require
bob pink of the pink people what is your book
september twenty two two thousand and twenty three
100,000,000,000.+
one hundred billion dollars point plus
from the state of wisconsin
an hour after the one hundred billion dollars point plus is
deposited electronically into my financial account that I will let you know of when
you send me an eight and a half by eleven piece of paper requesting my financial
account information.

I will confirm the u s currency and an hour later you will not

remember it state of wisconsin.

some times I repeat myself

because
who is representing my bodily form
rape convent
first air lock unrelated second air lock no curriculum unrelated
death is mentioned
not by me
though I have used the word in poetry
who is representing my bodily form
military service does not count as social service
as indicated by the united states of america a draft
eight years all citizens over the age of eighteen years
collections called books that I have written that come to mind
bones a cross
spatial reasoning and the archaeology of paradigms
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presocratic psychologists
bile
september twenty two two thousand and twenty
I vomited conveniently into the sink
yellow bile I assume is from my stomach
anthropology
anthropology
anthropology
education foundations
presocratic psychologists
arid
lettuce and tomatoes
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incompetence shelving books
I spent three hours shelving books
with a time keeper
not to be confused with the fire keeper
and were I confused
to say a published pages appear on an annual interval is to say
a next
is hind sight
misinformation miseducation
dissent subversion
were dissent upon dissent
and fashioned upon a river
a difference atween family farming and subsidized farming were a model for one hundred
years
it was then a family farm sold to the next family farm
after one hundred years happened
a descendants of the original family farm
a question
should an original family farm farmer offer fifty dollars to acquire the original
family farm or offer fifty dollars to the existing farmer in good faith
called to service
[mentioned behind me] [joel backman]
social service as mandated by the united states of america government
house of representatives
senate
president
military service does not count as social service as indicated by a draft
an hierarchy of needs have not been met today
sorry
no war today
and in a crisis of freedom say
freedom is conditioned by sacrifice [kant]
because to say is to have considered
[ | ]
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moving on
is a fucked on mattress [returned to the society of jesus]
[the fourth time I have mentioned the word fuck in my poetry]
an act of war
and what have I considered to have consumed LSD with a navy seal
though to say brag
an act of war
introduced is an assemblage of other ness
respond
their company is an encroachment enough to say reason
a veteran
this is two thousand and twenty
home is
a room
I have a room of my own
cotton wood is soft similar to balsa wood
carved into katcinas kachinas
moving on
liberal democrat not progressive democrat
nor a permission presented as an offering or other
cause for
a threatened property
a death threats
formal records indicate a missouri residence between two thousand thirteen and
two thousand and nineteen DWD
internal to the institute
an office
holding a writers [singular] head down to write
municipal water
just thirst
vernacular
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on the queen of england and not necessarily secession
an offering I mention though a matter of contracts I say elsewhere
because
I am in madison wisconsin
cascadia cascadium cascadiums is a names
oregon
washington
british columbia
on what I have enjoyed in british columbia
victoria royal british museum
formaldehyde jars squids
pablos frog legs and whiskey
and dominos pizza late at bed and breakfast
ferry to the north
ferry from the north
the island
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cover is a
on privacy
card board on windows
a need to replace carpet
officers
regarding content
and then a squish
into a form I invent
originally
and mention content
I have learned
experientially inclusive of formal education including twenty one point plus years not
including kinder garten
form is simple
to select afore a parameters
to fill with words
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trying to get back to zero
I do not want to be redundant
not my poetry
not sure of a time line
nineteen eighty eight
a poem on mushrooms
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INDIVIDUAL SERVICE PLAN
a day before conception until birth
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les sans prejudice
without prejudice
lsp
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substance abuse prevention
delta delta delta
and switched to
pi beta phi

greece
professional

[what] demonstrative inquisitive pronoun
[not conversational]

an affirmation nor negation
this poem is being written by a person holding my head down
a forgotten lunch
someone shaving me
getting
trying to get back to zero
state of wisconsin
mister sepulveda flagstaff junior high school typing teacher eighteen words per minute
an affirmation nor negation
this poem is being written by a person holding my head down
a forgotten lunch
someone shaving me
bombing indicated maricopa county arizona residual damage three failed launches
getting
trying to get back to zero
state of wisconsin
mister sepulveda flagstaff junior high school typing teacher
junior high pond
burrito and coke dollar fifty I once gave the burrito truck ten dollars by accident
indicated the following day and he gave me nachos
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walnuts from a tree
local this time of year
tree rings
two hundred years
how would I know what humpty dumpty preschool is
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all the further to have gone
titles
and a titled content to explain
to start with a title
unto completion and
to start with a title called untitled
to rename after having completed
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hospice
death and dying
from a perspective
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I will let those finder outers be found out
medical records
financial records
threatened property assumption
academic records
personal affairs
the matter of personal affairs
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nor surrogate nor surrogates
what is a surrogate
what is the original
from what perspective
should I remember a bra size for example
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old growth forest
pacific northwest
residual
the dilophosaurus dinosaur migrated to before the big hill on the way to baraboo from
sauk city
the dilophosaurus geographic origins are what are now known as the colorado plateau
habitat
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immaterial references material
immaterial-ism an uncentered philosophy
that
centers an individual
individual-ism
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I do not find a bug light interesting rather adolescent and insulting
presocratic
the bugs were zapped
then revealed the pin hole starry sky above
then the starry sky
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march twenty four two thousand and ninety five
the day of the walnuts
the day of the frogs turning into crickets directionally
professor melvin tobin phd [two thousand sixty five to twenty one hundred eighty nine]
this is two thousand twenty
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pulled out of duress two days ago
pulled out of duress two days ago
who is telling me a question
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[ | ]
how do I know
is ]this[ our poem or mine
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bracket now what does he do
vernacular
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bracket bracket
declares the male sound other than a voice uh huh behind me
backman not bachman horsejaw
backman not bachman horsejaw
did you burn that church of god down
I prefer of the saints
saint thomas aquinas rather than
saint maria goretti the saint of a raped eleven year old girl
a professional is
residual
intercontinental ballistic missile
unmarked graves
lady in red
mandy is a fictional character in a childrens book I do not own
human body parts except my own
there is a head in my fridgerator
I moved to arizona the same year as john mccain it was nineteen eighty
one hundred and three octane green county is it belleville
triumph motorcycle point five zero
that night after president barack obamas rally with sharpshooters on memorial library
rooftop at university of wisconsin-madison
a back fire
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words I keep
animal training
words I am looking for
solipsism

not a self reporter
stars and stripes
going counter clock wise around lake monona wisconsin
was a september twenty nine two thousand and twenty
boycott tomato something on monona street boycott every thing on monona street
box of rain
two weeks ago I went clock wise around lake monona wisconsin
a transportation someone said so [state of wisconsin reference rand mcnally 2010]
this is two thousand and twenty after the death of christ
county highway pd west bound from muir field approaching county highway m
stay in the right lane to turn right to go straight on pd to get to get to mount horeb
stay in the middle lane to reach highway m to turn right to go north
stay in the left lane to go left to verona
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whether ripping a piece of paper in half is as good as a handshake
on thinking what others do not think
I reserve an annulment for a woman I was married to
whether a residue of an intercontinental ballistic missile is

on the morality of internal lip kissing
on the morality of male internal baby
on the morality of internal reasons for perpendicular feet
on the morality of internal medicine in which ethics is not indicated
on the morality of internal medicine in which ethics is indicated
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the speed of my poetry eighteen words per minute
presocratic kindergarten
exhumation even if you are dead
not a just fine thank you-ist

air lock
on finding one self in a second air lock
a door is locked
a dimensions
hard surface
a two inch thick mattress vinyl cover on the floor
that time I will say two hours
on finding one self in a first air lock
contained curricular environment
rooms with bed desk dresser
octagonal room with food
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I heal
after burning my skin with a cigarette a separate coal moved a centimeter away and
formed a smaller burn
a nurse gave me lotion once
the process to heal the burn was three weeks
after burning my skin with a cigarette
after burning my skin with a cigarette

I need paper
a tree farm rows in a row shadowed dark ness
maybe where

I need paper
collateral

magic mushroom
you are good at sitting still
society of jesus all administration education policy is not education administration
though a priests not considered society of jesus
magic mushroom is a name given
facing east from barnes and noble west towne madison wisconsin
said my jetta volkswagen is a bus no is a campermobile
pop top fold down bed
said my home is a magic mushroom
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grocery shopping
animal training
behavior training
education policy
is inclusive of
consequences
is inclusive of
law
gary fisher cosmic cycles flagstaff arizona
gary fisher cosmic cycles flagstaff arizona
hole stein national dairy museum waterloo wisconsin [holstein]
contained curricular environment in the year two thousand
hopi nation municipality h20 moenkopi [dot] inna navajo nation municipality h20 shonto
[dot]
age
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inventory friday 10/2/2020
upon having eaten day old salmon
1 cat
1 volkswagen jetta two thousand twelve
2 gary fisher straight bar bicycles
sage
physical copies of writings
poetry books
books
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fluorine
madison municipal water I pay my bill dane county geopolitic of wisconsin united
states of america
next to minnesota and iowa and illinois and lake michigan inclusive of green bay and
upper peninsula michigan and lake superior
mention mississippi river
chlorine
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believing every thing he hears as truth until it is refuted
it is an old day
the thing is that internal medicine internal questions and considerations of right
hand left hand and right eye left eye
etcetera
the thing is that a demarcation line is established about a perimeter
within which are geopolitics inclusive of municipalities also geopolitics surrounded
by a demarcation line indicating a geopolitic itself
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[indicate II]
vitense batting cage madison wisconsin
batting cage in june through september in nineteen ninety eight
april twenty four two thousand twenty I have my own education policy department and it
is locked
in response to a sentiment what house do you want on a golf course
I enjoy golf
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microbead
winchester oregon room eight pier oregon pacific northwest cascadia cascadium
found it after an hour on my knees with my iphone flash light
microbead
dubuque iowa mississippi river
not a travel writer
neurological apparition
stars and stripes
about the ocean
adolph hitler in a bunker killed himself with a bullet to his head in nineteen forty
five he may have lived seventy years later and died of old age this is two thousand
and twenty
the patriot
were there a nurse interior to a stars and stripes
state of wisconsin human trafficking
state of wisconsin human body parts
animals I do not consider as animals
animal training was a soft approach though enough to indicate behavior training
airlock
on the difference between a dog and a dog I am not a dog
what is grappa and where is it from though a dog with a barrel about its neck an
avalanche
war and incarnation were there a separation to psychological original position and
sociological original position nor considered as quasi canonical
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I have never met a mormon I did not like
the sovereign vatican a geopolitic within the land area of what is now known italy is
three to six miles away from a mormon church in the municipality of rome I have never
been inside of a mormon church though would if I were visiting rome
my first kiss in seventh grade was an open mouth kiss no tongue kim hickman
my second kiss after the fifth grade though before the sixth grade was underwater at
the ditch pool a peck stephanie pugh
sand drag
mentor ohio road salt is your salt origins bahamas as is my table salt
introduction to psychology
regarding university of arizona the flagship university in the geopolitic of arizona
at that time
holli clark I read on your license plate at age sixteen I have not had a vanity plate
on a volkswagen volkswagen volkswagen volkswagen volkswagen and a next sage green
[mmoca] [not] [knot] [moca] vw gti sunroof moonroof six compact disc four door
electric candle on the dashboard night time that was a two thousand seven rabbit
purchased in two thousand six the gti is the same and fifty horsepower more
the abduction of psyche borgereau [sp]
I switched to pi phi
anyway
running through the limelight all is forgotten in time although the limelight feels
right the funnest part is the climb
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nancy almand are you a nurse or an administrator I have not read your pieces of the
whole creating a community-centered museum NANCY ALMAND
coconino center for the arts sit around reading nineteen ninety six
flagstaff senior center to the north side of thorpe park a writer a male not I at a
sit around reading indicated a three hundred page manuscript mentioned something and I
said it should be six hundred pages nineteen ninety seven
you cannot take my consequences or you leave me with just material
marquette was a french explorer
beads for wild rice
social work in a cubicle point two five fte in the cubicle point seven five fte doing
professional social work things
this is two thousand and twenty
I am not a dog
saint bernard saint barnard
two dogs medium to large
animal training indicates an animal
one point plus dollars united states currency united states of america united states
department of health and human services if I am not mistaken
one point plus dollars united states currency united states of america united states
department of education
one point plus dollars united states currency united states of america united states
department of education trio
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time theory
ordinary clock
solar system as recognized by lowell observatory flagstaff arizona united states of
america pluto was discovered there
professor doctor dixon mungazi regents professor northern arizona university flagstaff
arizona united states of america introduced an eight and a half inch paper map of the
world with the southern hemisphere on the top of the page [thus upside down the world
with or without roman script indicated at the top or bottom of the page and readable
including page number] I would otherwise consider as northern hemisphere on top
professor doctor dixon mungazi nineteen ninety six autumn class was history of
education zimbabwe rhodesia he wrote a book I saw in a glass case on the lower floor
in the center for excellence in education which had other faculty publications the
book is mind of black africa
starting at the top left of an open book
I read left to right
I read left to right
down line down and down to the bottom of the page
page on the right the same
starting at the top left of the right hand page
I read left to right
I read left to right
down line down and down to the bottom of the page
flip the page from the un dogeared right hand side to the left
starting at the top left of an open book
I read left to right
I read left to right
down line down and down to the bottom of the page
page on the right the same
my triumph watch automatic watch japan movement leather expandable clasp twenty six
millimeter lug width magically came apart at the spring bar october five two thousand
twenty is not a sweeping second hand
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monthly missalette I opened one up at least one time and noticed it was published in
portland oregon as was attending saint thomas aquinas catholic parrish [sp] gammon and
old sauk area madison wisconsin united states of america in the chapel aside the main
church seating I typically sit on the right hand side three levels up on the right
hand side viewing the altar forward and the chapel door to the right of the altar to
the left of the altar is a second door in which I entered and a woman handed me a
chatechism book and I offered twenty dollars and a monsignor entered from the other
door and stopped her from accepting my money
the catechism book went missing from my home shelves and I was looking for a written
act of contrition to memorize so I went to look for it on my shelves and did not see
it so I went to barnes and noble west towne madison wisconsin united states of america
to find an act of contrition written on paper to memorize and found an identical copy
of the catechism book as mine and it did not have the act of contrition in it nor
could I locate another book with the act of contrition in it
found an act of contrition at my saint thomas aquinas parrish library madison
wisconsin

nor do I think about the next candle while a candle is burning
pseudonym
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four minutes and twenty two seconds
john cage four minutes and twenty two seconds piano
poem
open during john cage
folded paper
blank page
music theory or art history class nineteen ninety one-ish
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five jobs I have had
paperboy
creative writer
children's ski instructor
marketing and public relations publishing intern
marketing and public relations at a museum
interim museum research librarian
social service ten point plus years
literary agent ongoing
book binder
rape convent
catholic shaman
foundations suborder
not even a department chair
not even a museum security guard
50 communism
10 franciscan
6.50 book binder
5 public
20 society of jesus
15 order of the preachers
25 unknown
between
10 franciscan
2.5 public school catholic
1 jesus
0 is not a number
trying to get back to 0 state of wisconsin
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aircraft carrier a berth
a canoe trip down the mississippi to new orleans and on to galway bay
annapolis maryland
a one page eight and a half by eleven piece of paper written on already
travel to the mediterannean beyond the passage between spain and morocco to italy
inwhich sovereignty
sovereign
vatican
meeting with administration as a vocational-ist one hour you may translate regarding
vatican II
the one page paper document I will have prepared beforehand
I am a taxpaying citizen thus I will assume the aforementioned aircraft carrier
mentioned will be without financial burden
though indicating an individual within the vatican perhaps
an administer that may recognize not my authority regarding a suborder
were an invitation offered
two weeks in rome lodging food and discretionary spending money
return travel aircraft carrier a berth
annapolis maryland
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intentional medicine
intentionally unoffended
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in the year nineteen eighty the average life span was seventy six years of age I was
born in nineteen seventy ad ce and I am expecting that md's will have expanded the
average life span to one hundred years by the year two thousand and seventy after the
death of christ ad ce this is the year two thousand and twenty after the death of
christ ad ce
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no stockpiling medical backhoes
ten acres and a backhoe
I have two cows two give after having been given a word hole-stein given to iowa the
west of the mississippi I have an ism to give and an i s m to give I have a
recreational backhoe to give
an aircraft carrier not that one same annapolis maryland a berth
driving speed word speed eighteen words per minute olympia typewriter the same speed
as my poetry
were there an indication of aircraft carrier-ness vocation mrr [dexterity] better for
powder gregg gregg I say one at each end a cables that may or may not have existed
regarding telemarking are three pin only
what is a compliment under duress [sp] [indicated 9/27/2020]
tomorrow I will invent yesterday all over again
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my name is [anything but his]
a property indicated as otherwise mentioned
leave my community
mentions incestuous botany ham lady the king of madison
ask what is her purity
because
death threats summer two thousand twenty after the death of christ two thousand fifty
three is it after the birth of christ [fifty six]
thirty three
a good museum director dies at the age of fifty
a good professor dies at the age of sixty five
this is october eight two thousand twenty after the death of christ ad ce
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who is telling me a question
I introduce statements in several ways with a variety of implied tonal variations such
as asking a question though spoken or thought aloud or internalized though in
introducing a statement as original or respondent mention I say it is possible to
discern interpret an answer
what I know of saint thomas aquinas regarding birth twelve twenty five after the death
of christ died twelve seventy four after the death of christ I do not know where he
died nor where he is laid to rest
missing books such as medici family book said nineteen thirty seven-ish from cameron
books portland oregon pacific northwest cascadia cascadium sturgeon bay bridges
purchased with united states currency and received a fifty cent piece coin regarding
pocket change the half dollar is in the same wooden bank as my two silver dollars
catechism seeking act of contrition found at barnes and noble missing from my own book
shelf originally from saint thomas aquinas parrish facility
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figure drawing nude number two
glasses
vodka lemonade lion's something a sip a
trolley
bitter end
big game hunter
smoke [conversational] assault an indication my response that is tough[referencing
[you]]
I walk to the watch store an oris similar to constantines bought another look to
another
order of mazzara
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go take a shower you dissent subvert duress
fossil fuel will not gum an engine
five guinness extra stout pint point plus when there should have been six another
visit there was a single guinness extra stout pint point plus and I declined to
purchase
a year from now
microsoft will have looked at google as to its alphabet and who will look at apple
technology cupertina california gala apples peanut butter
abuse
neglect
a year from now
writing three hundred and sixty five ordinary days per ordinary year and one ordinary
day every four ordinary years
blue gill is blue gill human is human
tilapia head I would not eat nor have I eaten its entirety tilapia is tilapia
seeking other than beef pork poultry water living animals regarding an exotic animal
to eat
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five jobs I have had
paperboy
creative writer
children's ski instructor
marketing and public relations publishing intern
marketing and public relations at a museum
interim museum research librarian
social service ten point plus years
literary agent ongoing
book binder
rape convent
catholic shaman
foundations suborder
not even a department chair
not even a museum security guard
50 communism
10 franciscan
6.50 book binder
5 public
20 society of jesus
15 order of the preachers
25 unknown
between
10 franciscan
2.5 public school catholic
1 jesus
0 is not a number
trying to get back to 0 state of wisconsin
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revenant [sb]
coward
divinity aircraft carrier wisconsin wisconsin river dam at sauk city canoe
I will change it next time when change happens
a borders nearer to completion walnut season corn near brown time on my hands
a geopolitics enacted eighteen forty eight include a van hise hall though not near to
an idea quite yet
one forest is not another forest
one garage is not another garage
I have a garage karen
also
there is no color wheel that lists all the colors
there is no color spectrum that lists all of the colors
for profit
given
a token economy
united states of america secretary of education betsy devos
were a teacher to receive twelve students at a rated tuition and pay rent a remainder
following the labor of educating exists as profit
unschooling
as were homeschooling without the schooling
bison
half buffalo half cow if I am not mistaken hybrid
I assume a vitamin d milk whole milk homogenized pasteurized at three dollars per
gallon is likened to the same gallon at six dollars per gallon
country parking lot tyrol basin not a basin summertime
as I walked from my vehicle in a straight forward line at a pace of ten steps per
fifteen seconds and my double jointed thumb as it were on the right return to my fifth
of five volkswagen urinate on the ground near to the driver door and open the same
left front door headlights ahead it is summer and the lifts are still
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there is a cell in my left lung there is a cell in my right lung mammalian-ary
speaking within which when inhaling smoke from an additive free tobacco each lung is
equally introduced to the inhalant as route as mouth I enjoy and as to the undirected
evolutionary experiment identical in both lungs occasional phlegm mucous I thought I
had walked off walking pneumonia two months ago today I am an observer
the premises
looking from a western bank east across a wide river a sunrise will not appear a bluff
a trees perhaps ten-ish
censor ship
first amendment united states of america freedom of book binding six point five zero
october ten two thousand and twenty after the death of shalom person otherwise known
as jesus christ
something more constructive
negative reinforcement
nor an introduction of negative though a removal of negative itself
local news nor reference planet news
transportation department
county highway pd westbound from one fifty one a sign at county highway m indicating
at right turn to go to middleton [removed october twenty four two thousand twenty]
the memory of a kindergartner washington elementary school whitewater wisconsin
nineteen seventy six after the death of christ is a humpty dumpty institute one of two
so far is a bicycle day and signs is a first bicentennial quarter is a bouquet
dandelions is a snow white is a plastic canteen is a flintstone vitamin are an
orphanage caregivers is a math catalogue is an introduction to letters dotted lines is
a short desks I had not considered short at the time and windmill cookies is a
remembrance of telephone address colors a premonition of what is a gorb is a tv tray
watching sesame street is a pledge of allegiance is a dodgeball game is a moment of
fear climbing into a ~six foot deep ground window sill and being unable to jump up to
reach the top tried several times took a moment tried again took a moment tried again
and made it is a missus salverson
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moral philosophy for fifth graders
environment [ ] lesson plan
missus crandal mentions to a class of students or only I it is in the water nineteen
ninety three after the death of christ were it my response then indicate I have
repeated it at least one time
it is in the air is my response in the year two thousand twenty after the death of
christ
recommended chest xrays at age fifty for smokers I last had a chest xray four years
ago today is sunday october eleven two thousand twenty after the death of christ and
the indication was negative
environment { } lesson plan
not about thinking regarding personal considerations of nature rather an introduction
to water air earth then a stand with an angled wooden top and a wood piece of wood two
inches width to span most of the lateral horizontal bottom
standing in front of twenty fifth graders
it were not a teachers curriculum guidebook I followed
education policy is not education administration
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there is no university in stevens point wisconsin united states of america it was at
sentry insurance company where I saw billy collins united states poet laureate prior
to the wisconsin fellowship of poets meeting at a holiday inn express which it is not
though I will say it anyway the next day I went to a bead shop and then drove away
green bay inclusive of lake michigan
mentions a [shall I say voice] behind me at my right shoulder from my vertebrae more
inside than outside approximately four feet tall as I am sitting thus yet taller than
I
professor mary metz indicated code it was in professor olnecks introduction to eps not
to be confused with pes something to a nature of breakdown nor a first to consider a
condition of a necessarily zero psychological original position sociological original
position original position afore returning to what baseline
canon law universal nature canon law
de jure who says anything about experiential education
de facto who says anything about experiential education
indigenous nigger german milwaukee
indigenous nigger german milwaukee
indigenous nigger german milwaukee
indigenous nigger german milwaukee
indigenous nigger german aryan cross plains
indigenous nigger german aryan cross plains
indigenous nigger german aryan cross plains
indigenous nigger german aryan cross plains
[mentions a previous reference regarding milwaukee]
man who killed the deer
man who killed the deer
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ka hopi
not that
not this
not then
not there
not these
planet news
the eastern seaboard of wisconsin an aircraft carrier would not realistically fit
through the locks in the saint lawrence seaway nor would have far to travel around
lake michigan though could rest sideways along a shoreline the same though could rest
there
planet news
walapai I do not know where you are located excepting to say hualapai havasupai and a
fourth all paiute if I am not mistaken construction bobcat
migrations from a perspective otherwise a schism or schisms were such planned an
omnidirectional diaspora to what ends
what I will remember since may twenty four two thousand and twenty after the death of
christ the same day I was furloughed from barnes and noble worked elsewhere and
returned from furlough after three months is also the same day I stopped wearing
deodorant stimulus package twelve hundred dollars june-ish applying online and two
days later a call to interview and hired at the end of interview [wood picture frames
four now with maps within their interior] [unabridged dictionary] [walnut cracker]
[the lightning dreamer cubas greatest abolitionist] [three west germany votive candles
one dollar] [six inch vertical hexagonal blue white vase I rest under my quartz
crystal ball]
saint vincent de paul is the saint of poverty though not poverty itself verona
municipal water from a faucet
national democratic convention august twenty two thousand twenty
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extra sensory perception
by what immaterial bodily function were
yellow bile
a mention of pork by a bystander

gastroenterological smoking I prefer additive free tobacco though I prefer to burp
smoke having introduced my stomach to smoke rather than burp air need I mention two
lungs otherwise
exterior a drive
on candlelighting on candleburning
an open flame to
prove your own civilization
given
your civilization exists
that you are reading this you are reading this
thus
you may or may not understand what you are reading
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not what I say when I am first amendment-ized
east of the longitudinal line from the eastern-est point of marquette university
milwaukee wisconsin united states of america from the north demarcation line of
wisconsin to the south demarcation line of wisconsin is the eastern seaboard of
wisconsin east of which lies green bay inclusive of lake michigan
not my source of poetry
positive reinforcement [good idea]
least offense violence to oneself voluntary
fall line
the way a water travels down moguls
adolescent psychiatric unit west of south south high point meriter unity point
originally meriter when I moved to east of south south high point in two thousand and
one the meriter unity point clinic new in ~two thousand and six I vote at is half mile
south as the raven flies
ravens stand on the ground and walk also
other
things that animals do
climb on screens
climb in gas fireplace ventilation chimneys and build nests that I used one of two
ladders in my garage to remove afore taking the ladders themselves and an
overchambered tent to saint vincent de paul donation center
turkeys are large animals walk around
luna moth coventry village deceased near front entrance dead
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death out of poetry
one hour seminar hospice fitchburg wisconsin united states of america as a
professional for profit social servicer for eight point plus years gave two weeks
notice december one two thousand ten after the death of christ my current research is
for profit schools having completed twenty one point plus years of education not
including kindergarten at washington elementary whitewater wisconsin united states of
america thirsty and a premonition of a weeping willow lightninged and lakeview
elementary school
not giving a word to your indiscretion
county highway p where it meets county highway pd between highway one fifty one and
the highway atween middleton and sauk city wisconsin united states of america
asceticism
why would an ascetic monk mention asceticism
one hundred eighty one point plus less than one hundred eighty two degrees
I had not wound my ordinary watch when I decided to wear it and do wear it
[vernacular] presently I know the time before I look at the same the watch is an
automatic watch and winds itself with wrist movement and I am wearing a long sleeve
three season coat
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where did you die
southbound highway one o one north astoria southbound lane there was a cliff and a
wind from the west blew me into the oncoming lane and there was no oncoming traffic
and I returned my nineteen seventy volkswagen campermobile poptop [need I say] to the
southbound lane sheeba was laying on the back floor
ugg slippers wool longhaired sheep economic introduction exterior to navajo navaho
diné in the nineteen thirties if I am not mistaken prity gracie was startled not as
when the three foot wingspan hawk approached at ground level though I was alarmed
enough to move quickly and was thinking of death
I did not die the time I rode my gary fisher bicycle from eugene oregon to florence
oregon and one quarter point plus of the return toward eugene oregon it was getting
dark and I had a sleeping bag and a camp site was on the right hand side I unpacked
and went to the camp restroom with water faucets and washed my hands and consumed
psilocybin mushrooms returned to camp and had spaghettios and something water it was
dark though shadows still and sleeping bag on ground I was relaxing and mushrooms
kicked in after an hour and an hour later walked my bicycle a half hour west to a gas
station and used a payphone to call molly and she arrived to pick me up forty five
minutes later in a bavarian motor werks which later turned into the second of five
volkswagens as of october thirteen two thousand and twenty after the death of christ
that day was approximately august nineteen ninety three after the death of christ
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science is not a number
science is a segment
science is a number
science is a nigger
prove your own civilization animal
to indicate twice
prove your own civilization
who mentions my when my is not theirs
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I do not write just to get it done
what is it
indicated
education policy studies willy street nineteen sixty nine state street nineteen sixty
nine this is neither this is two thousand and twenty
quasi canonical-ism
quasi canonical-ism
law
between the two
I do not write just write to get it done
what I write about
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chest xray by age fifty for smokers
I had mine at age forty six
juvenile corrections curriculum I was there two six hour days between nineteen ninety
five and nineteen ninety seven as a professional the first day sat in a chair watching
students look at computers the students were in shackles
the second six hour day was in the juvenile corrections buildings itself in flagstaff
arizona united states of america I talked about governance without preparation behind
locked doors and went home
airlock one and airlock two are negatively indicated in black white environments ten
years beyond their original application elsewhere
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having been said military service does not count as social service
killarney
water fountain
veterans hospital madison wisconsin united states of america I prefer university of
wisconsin hospital connected by a tunnel right next door regarding cafeteria
[censorship] [bracket] [let]
other
meriter hospital regent street eastbound regent street past the italian workmans club
right on park street right where the ambulances turn in to meriter hospital park in
the parking garage for free were you to indicate a validation permit to the guest
services desk person and urinate in an appropriate place and visit the gift store and
get what you get
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geopolitics
western seaboard wisconsin united states of america mississippi river mention dubuque
iowa was there first indicates aquinas institute of theology eastern seaboard from
michigan west ward across green bay inclusive of lake michigan visibly the eastern
seaboard and an aircraft carrier barely fit through the locks at saint lawrence seaway
and the northern geopolitical border bordering upper peninsula michigan united states
of america and southern border demarcation at just above illinois a longitudinal line
at marquette university milwaukee wisconsin united states of america eastern-est point
and a longitudinal line at marquette university milwaukee wisconsin united states of
america western-est point northern border as indicated in my two thousand and ten rand
mcnally road atlas and southern border as indicated by the same southern latitudinal
border of some variety illinois marquette university milwaukee wisconsin united states
of america is the sole internal medicine department exclusion regarding medical
doctoring in the world regarding greenwich mean time I have an ordinary watch that
winds itself
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skiing not meditative meditative bicycle flat straight road thirty miles [I cannot
consider a larger inclusive word for meditative]
cadence
slick tires knobs on the sides third wheel
I have never said one year is another
mexico city so I have heard I have unheard I heard of a bullfight though I went to a
bullfight in madrid spain
this is not rhyme poetry
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glacial theory
glaciers require a higher elevation to travel to a lower elevation
philosophy of editing
whatever I wrote last
philosophy of writing
pseudo canonical-ism
pseudo canonical-ism
law
between
one year evidentiarily constitutionally speaking to travel exterior to this geo
politic and return in three hours or less if I have not mailed it already october
fifteen two thousand and twenty one
philosophy of writing
I prefer the waterman I carry it is the third iteration the first was lost the second
was moved into the garbage disposal by prity gracie and another waterman has a cap
that comes off and ink may ink my pocket I also have a faber kastel [sp]
philosophy of writing
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
philosophy of writing
pen to paper
olympia typewriter to paper
apple laptop to hewlett packard two sided printer to paper long armed stapler comb
binder
philosophy of writing
I do not doodle
philosophy of writing
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interpreting [no one hurries me] [I look at you to see how long until I respond]
new pack blue american spirit cigarettes over the fence two thousand and seven after
the death of christ lorenz hall same airlock two
another elsewhere same mendota
facility square three walls a fourth a bullet proof glass wall interior to the square
adolph hitler shot himself in the head nineteen forty four nineteen forty six in a
bunker this is two thousand twenty after the death of christ
another elsewhere same mendota
facility square three walls a fourth a bullet proof glass wall interior to the square
adolph hitler a volunteer but one of you only indicated into the square regarding
seven calendar days prior to that your voluntary commitment on paper indicating your
given name your birth name your birth date the day you indicated your own name as
adolph hitler and a commitment to shoot yourself in the head at an exact time to be
placed in the square with loaded gun with six bullets I will be the only observer from
the other side of the bullet proof glass [perhaps one other] [no other] [perhaps a
camera close circuit open circuit] an exact time chosen by you that you will commit to
shooting yourself in the head [I may take moving and or still images before during
after] as a vocationalist with your lettered invitation from administration
just I watching you blowing your head off from behind bullet proof glass you can clean
up your own mess state of wisconsin united states of america
state of wisconsin no affiliation
xXtXXtx
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october sixteen two thousand twenty
october sixteen two thousand twenty two
star sage
peripheral sound
a microfleece is a fleece it was purple with darker purple cord plastic snaps was made
of recycled coke bottles backed into a candle and it melted a one inch hole
what is hummus I am into hummus with tortilla
wisconsin cultural preservation center located in boston
hopi cultural preservation center I stayed in my nineteen seventy campermobile the pop
top not up overnight sunlight visited the preservation office in the morning
hopi community center reggae I drove my nineteen seventy campermobile and left early
and drove home in the dark
I know where orphans come from a day before conception
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inventory
mexico city blues jack kerouac
monkey wrench gang edward abbey
writings nineteen two to nineteen ten william james
william james harvard university psychology education
symbolic forms ]meta[ prefix
look what he did I just said that
alex honnold
other missing book
sturgeon bay bridges
about music
about
sp west of south south high point
gm east of south south high point
doctor means teacher in latin
doctor means teacher in latin
gm east of south south high point walnut tree forest continuing east of east of south
south high point aviary bestiary

I guess that is it for today I usually typically write two pages top left to top right
next line down left to right all the way to the bottom left to right next page top
left to top right next line down left to right all the way to the bottom left to write
october seventeen two thousand and twenty
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sipolovisipolovi
sinsinawasinsinawa
sinaugasinauga
book report herman melville whale something something something death I do not
remember how it ends social perscription
enough to thirst a thirsty person[']s quench
diablo from spain is a bottle of wine from spain given to kate mace rn the same kate
mace I invited to the madison museum of contemporary art to hear me read professor
schrag was there invited by ur I was reading from bel americana
not an omnidirectional driver
peripheral sound
tiger dingo rodent eats entemological species predator eating predator eating predator
[I]
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I know where I am
all the stars
camping on my back patio a sleeping bag as mattress on a sleeping bag to sleep on it
was warm enough a lighted coleman lantern a coleman stove next to it for the morning
bialetti stovetop espresso maker with cuban grounds fell asleep later woke in the
night a bug light to my left lying on my back and up three feet on my bistro table
five minutes the bug light zapped zapped zapped then a bug lamp at six feet from the
ground level then pinholes in the night sky then kant was a philosopher who stayed
near his community his whole life and looked at the same stars then a gary fisher
mountain bike overnight mount elden top viewing fireworks at the driving range and
when the viewers left on top of mount elden I lay on my sleeping bag and the milky way
was [vivid] [lucid] [clear] made coffee and additive free tobacco smoked
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esp education service plan
gregory james dries markee october eighteen two thousand twenty
considered first through twelve grades not including kindergarten
all grades all classes a where indicated otherwise considered pass fail pass
representative subjects
first grade gender allo
second grade telephone practice coins
third grade home house planets moral philosophy for third graders
fourth grade geopolitics
fifth grade reading middle readers gifted igs moral philosophy for fifth graders
sixth grade vocabulary ccd sex gifted tag
seventh grade marketing biology industrial arts ccd gifted
eighth grade library speech drama ccd typing gifted
ninth grade geometry sex gifted
tenth grade chemistry material art gifted
eleventh grade language gifted
twelfth grade moral philosophy poetry woodwork gifted
kindergarten
clock alphabet dodgeball
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there are many types of policy
social policy
education policy

there are many types of law
speculative law
canon law
constitution law

there are many types of

all of the stars
orions belt sentry polaris milky way three entemological species pinholes familiar
pisces
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I choose to wear glasses because
were I to get lasik eye surgery one eye may be different than the other regarding
sight my eyes may naturally degrade regarding natural degradation including focusability glasses may correct such lazed wear in aging as a visioner and may as well be
applied to those with existing lasik procedures having been completed already it is
aldous huxley ©1942 art of seeing says vision improves through an exercise of the
expression of the pupil by way of focusing and refocusing over an extended period such
as six months for example without aid of vision lens glasses I choose to wear glasses
because I began wearing glasses in sixth grade and have not felt them a burden
secondly I am not wanting to commit to six months of vision treatment [looking around]
regarding [efficacy] naturopathy
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shooting aerosol can with a daisy red rider bb gun bb it bursts
shooting army men with daisy red rider bb gun bb from fifteen feet
moral philosophy journal for the protection of all beings I have read it issue number
one city lights several enduring writers
untitled
essen haus never eaten there prior never consumed madison municipal water there prior
there were no host there were no foodserver there were no bartender there were no
administration I was hungry having walked from memorial library university of
wisconsin quasi hyphen madison I looked around for a while I had snot found silverware
wrapped in napkin put silverware in backpack wiped nose with napkin chose not to
consume one of three single serving non dairy creamers no employees after thirty
minutes on to chorizo chipotle veggie burrito with pork fried pinto beans parking
garage
all the stars
that is what I mean
she has all the time in the world
reference ordinary clock
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airlock
nor black and white though
indicates a closed system materially or immaterially such as ie that is to say
museum gallery
contained curricular environment
curriculum
airlock one
curriculum
airlock two
no curriculum
geopolitic oregon pacific northwest cascadia cascadium
airlock one of three
window to the left one minute inside
airlock two of three
unknown
airlock three of three
speculative
triumph bonneville seven fifty cubic centimeters kickstart pipes on the sides nineteen
seventy eight
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about water
marine biology ecosystems stream capture
confluence
green river five point plus dams john wesley powell to the gulf of california
inclusive of the pacific ocean not much water by the time it gets there because
municipal waters irrigations
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all that water
whether smoke nor incense I thought you were on the right side yesterday
northbound xi church one o three octane more north right turn approach sixty nine left
turn montello monticello bacon cheeseburger return sixty nine grocery store no cherry
pie filling or pie crusts no sofia francis ford coppola wine attractive bottle home
all that water
synthesis
pluralism
thesis
antithesis
dissertation offense
monologic
open microphone poetry readings
podium
lectern
all that water
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professor pekarskey [y] I defer to you whether christianity is a schism no reply
imaginarily speaking so I will answer
assume jesus has a last name christ
assume jesus was born jewish
speculative law
I had not considered schism until a consideration of mary at a catholic hospital named
saint marys hospital madison wisconsin united states of america consideration of
lutheran-ism after a travel to somewhere martin luther nailed a number of nails
through a paper a matthew fox defrocked prior did the same indication nailed a number
of nails
you cannot come back
whether a schism exists between christianity and judaism
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aphter paradiso
were it permanent
heaven stopped being up in nineteen sixty nine
this is two thousand and twenty after the death of christ
I enjoy vitense batting cage

what is a child with special needs

mercury is a liquid metal
the planets orbit
I am intentionally unoffended

planning for a camping trip
sleeping bag
sleeping bag
sleeping bag
coleman lantern
match
coleman stove
bialetti stovetop espresso percolator filled with klarbrum sparkling water cuban
espresso grounds
another match
cigarettes
two six hour amazon dot com votive candles
lighter
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to him
other than I
no reference regarding social
ascendants
[ | ]
[*]
hell angelHELL ANGEL
do I dare
heavenly angels
everywoman you are divinesacred feminine
I am catholic
the millennium I was at saint thomas aquinas church gammon old sauk area december
thirty one eleven thirty until twelve thirty january one in the chapel
I refer to jesus
I was considered april twenty fourth I was conceived april twenty fifth I was born
february twenty fifth after ten months gestation nineteen seventy after the death of
christ
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I will tell you what I do
I smoke when I smoke
no omnidirectional indicated and it were otherwise indicated omnidirectionally
peripheral sound indicated omnidirectionally nor indicated because I said so
I read currently daniel pekarskey [y] beit rabban a keith carreiro penitent john dewey
school and society
I write
do I have to look down to answer
pedals with toe cages with no spike on the front the pedal cannot be turned upright to
insert each foot
I get out of bed at four in the morning without an alarm clock make coffee watch some
news shower finish my fourth cup of coffee
were jesus died the first time everyone else dies the second time assumed response
were everyone dead then were there living would they restate
I drive my own car
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mark twains hometown
riverboat still water
hannibal samuel clemens
from the perspective of dubuque iowa from the perspective of madison wisconsin having
traveled north from saint louis missouri and back to dubuque iowa and madison
wisconsin
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biopsychology

central nervous system
is that how I think point zero zero one ascending under duress
not my statement I disindicate

psychology
psychology does not and should not exist in an education policy studies department
education philosophy is inclusive of applied education philosophy may otherwise be
indicated as applied education philosophy-ism
not my misunderstanding
too fundamental you may or may not indicate a negation of individualism may otherwise
be indicated as individual-ism
and a facility regarding a subjects
pen and ink
I got fun from the law school
nor do I claim a concept excepting to mention I got fun from the law school
education policy is not law
social policy is inclusive of education policy is not education administration is not
education curriculum and instruction
a book regarding study an
interior health
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[let] [give] [allow]
supposes authority
professor hunt re aesthetics in his office I mention poetry in a paper grade a a
second paper I write mentions oskar schindler re steven spielberg oskar schindler
mentions [let] re concentration camp direktor re allowance to (them) professor hunt
gives grade f an ab for the class
moral education for kindergarteners
humpty dumpty institute the first
nor I discipline nor consider discipline
moral education for four year olds through twelve year olds
were it my place
a purpose of camp coordination
an establishment of a parameters nor necessarily of place environment though internal
to an environment nor necessarily inventoried
those aspects of place context duration given a frame of eight hours are to an
attention either dedicated or either experiencing or another word
and were there homework for the following day then though what motivation and were
there an external authority I say a parent though this is my
moral authority thus environmental excepting mentioned homework which may or may not
exist moral authority were a consideration of other campers moral authority were a
consideration of facilitators
an intended an unintended upon a plan
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there are ales
top fermented of course with yeast
there are lagers
bottom fermented of course with yeast

who said anything about dirt in hell
whether time
I have mentioned there is no hell
who said anything about dirt in hell
who said anything about other people in hell
who said anything about dinosaurs in hell
who said anything about language in hell
who said anything about fiction in hell
who said anything about separation in hell
you say jesus so do I
falling down and not waking up where I am
marked graves in
the afternoon
deviance were I thought said to professor olneck in a course pack cochlear implant
chapter homosexual chapter last two chapters of coursepack and deviant a word thought
introduced yesterday nor associated with professor olneck nor his coursepack re
cultural pluralism has I consider dissent from mister sepulveda an eighth grade
teacher secede from professor doctor a keith carreiro an university professor and
subvert from saw wei chinese dissident I wrote a response poem to his poem in two
thousand and four if I am not mistaken
fuse nothing to say about fuse excepting it took me an hour to remember the word
paradiso took me overnight to remember
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a day before conception what was mary doing
immaculate conception assumes what type of reception or
does it just happen

iron deficiency
osteoporosis
excess cerebrospinal fluid inside the cranium exterior to the brain itself pressure
seizure disorder
lewy body syndrome parkinsons disease

pathology
disease
illness
syndrome
medical doctor
reference health
pathology
social illness
juris doctor
reference health

social policy is inclusive of
education policy is inclusive of
consequences is inclusive of
law
education policy is not
education administration is not
education curriculum and instruction is not
teaching and learning
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not a censor
quasi canonical-ism
quasi canonical-ism
law
between
speculative law
quasi canonical-ism
canonical-ism
constitutional-ism
quasi canonical-ism
law
quasi canonical-ism
quasi canonical-ism
quasi canonical-ism
law
finds its way though and
quasi canonical-ism
quasi canonical-ism
restarts
law
canonical-ism
constitutional-ism
canon law
facility
cantor
first reading
second reading
homily
ritual
communion
canon law
and after in the library an act of contrition to take an image of on my iphone ten r
to print edit and memorize regarding private prayer
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not your audience not your truth
on the indication of information said an audience believing
were an administration indicated or either unindicated media-izing
were considered an audience either
1 continues without further thought having accepted said information
2 continues with either a statement or a question
3 considers a source of media
a continues without further thought having accepted said information
b continues with either a statement or a question

my abductors promise
and I steal you and it is you abducted me for reason

extinction burst is a behavioral theoretical concept in which an undesirable
designated behavior that is being treated and said treatment is withdrawn will
demonstrate an increase in the frequency of said undesirable behavior before said
undesirable behavior decreases in frequency regarding a determination in whether said
introduced treatment is effective
were a multiplication tables introduced then objectively said a student or students
will have learned said multiplication tables
an ongoing understanding introduced such as writing habit as positive scheduling one
half hour daily at one pm question whether writing habit continues after lesson
withdrawn
tref [hebrew] off limits
ka [hopi] not hopi indicates were vitense batting cage ka sno cone
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why would I indicate academic care
define rape
were a body indicates itself consent
nonconsent
rape convent
facility regarding female females breast breast vagina uterus locked facility I travel
in and out of freely
why would I indicate academic care
nel noddings

about poetry
form is introduced as curriculum in a master of fine arts program in poetry I invent
form
content is introduced every where else
cancer of the spirit mfa master of fine arts programs in creative writing inclusive of
poetry all cancer of the spirit
university of wisconsin quasi hyphen madison english department as of two thousand
accepted six poets every two years regarding its creative writing poetry program

nor content considered were form not considered
poetry is inclusive of philosophy
were form itself philosophy or indicative of content
then
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orienteering
indicated purpose [said now you are catching on] indicated purpose external nor
acknowledge duress say an earlier introduction to purpose indicates a flag one mile in
a compass direction by which memorys quiet cause is safe given circumstance introduced
intentionally considerate and or intentionally inconsiderate of my will though given
dissent subvert regarding consideration

coercion
an hierarchy of needs only explains
a with holding of essential-ism
a bodily threat
a threatened property
were it said I have not indicated significance of others
then perhaps
I may or may not be fortunate
regarding coercion regarding harm
nor were it a self-ish thought though not only mine though careful I insist
because
indicating selfish-ness nor other reason
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a penny found upon unfounded grounds
may or may not indicate a founded grounds
a copper penny better because of material value though
a birth date penny may or may not be as well important
consideration value
that a penny is point zero one
that a penny may or may not be an indicator nor for a pocket sole
that the melting point of copper is one thousand nine hundred eighty one the same the
last year the copper penny was minted

pinball machines replace counselors university of chicago
nineteen ninety five
saw an article as a graduate assistant at northern arizona university

hell is not hot
not proving your corporate indication reducible to one

qualification is inclusive of quantification
that it matters is my indication
a moleskin journal regarding poetry is portable rather than an
ibm mainframe
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neo lithic
new weapon
religious interest is more important to me than other cultural interest such as
architecture morees food gathering language child bearing and child rearing recreation
considering an introduction of myself perhaps into a foreign culture

profanity profane profanities profaned profanes
I have three

westernism westernism I once said
dates to six thousand years before the death of christ and before I have been
indicated though know nothing of the group or groups westernism
westernism in what is now western united states dates before european pioneers
migrated westward eighteen twenty after the death of christ maybe the bering strait
uncertain of the year northern migrations of groups from what is now mexico there is a
puebloan group that considers an emergence into a fourth world

internal medicine
internal medicine
internal medicine
internal medicine
internal medicine
internal medicine
internal medicine
internal medicine
internal medicine
internal medicine
internal medicine
internal medicine
internal medicine
internal medicine
internal medicine
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how to
pass the time

the presidential election on november three two thousand and twenty after the death of
christ will be at meriter unity point uw quasi hyphen health clinic county highway pd
among other places I plan to walk there it is a tuesday

about wild rice gatherers

about dialect

about nomads I prefer a stationary existence

about coronavirus and diseases ending cultures the black plague was treated by plague
doctors charged with bringing the dead to the street a coronavirus doctors are charged
with discovering a cure related to what I interpret as a respiratory ailment as people
wear masks as indicated by authorities should thus be of no cost regarding masks
regarding u s currency in the geo politic of wisconsin

new policy
handbills indicating state of wisconsin human trafficking
mention [littles] [boys] [kids]
human body parts
I am reporting and have been since march twenty four two thousand and twenty after the
death of christ
the capitol is closed
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zero after the death of christ
fifteen hundred ninety five after the death of christ operatively speaking though
continues further beyond christs death how far beyond I can only imagine I was not
born though an ascendants indicated per geneaological family tree somewhere european I
am inclined to believe because I have a piece of amber from the baltic I am inclined
to believe came into a patrilineal line in which I inherited as well as a name which
is pronounced differently than that I am uncertain which I was adopted by with the
same spelling m a r k e e though the same indicated spelling different pronunciation I
choose to keep the same spelling as my ascendants though indicate my original
pronunciation this is october twenty nine two thousand twenty
I came into contact regarding birth I have a catholic baptismal certificate I first
realized I entered a catholic church when I was three years old when I read the sign
in the year cdlxxiii I received first communion in nineteen seventy seven at a church
wearing a bert and ernie watch I went to chatechism in junior high school I was
confirmed at the church of the nativity given the name gregg in my presented
confirmation bible I say I have a g on each end when asked by others of my identity
voluntary catholic attendances
church confirmation marriage funeral spaghetti dinner church visitation regarding
sitting and a time over midnight nineteen ninety nine eleven thirty pm through january
one zero thirty am two thousand after the death of christ
small c catholic regarding nature regarding universe
big c regarding the catholic church
flame is the only technology I recognize
a candle a six hour candle a pottery barn thirty five hour candle burns fifty hours I
prefer the white ones I once had a small electric candle on the dashboard of my two
thousand seven volkswagen rabbit purchased in two thousand six as I drove westbound on
the transcanadian highway after sundown in the summer
a source of flame flint and steel a source of fuel wood fossil fuel plus air
a campfire wafts smoke said conversationally follows beauty
a forest fire may burn until it stops
regarding one flame to an unlit another without flame thus two
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moral winter philosophy for third graders
assuming a winter conditions are snow assuming an exterior to a home and other
facilities is indicated perhaps a dead season through a window or an exterior itself
indicates one of four seasons of course though
observance is wait

moral winter philosophy for fifth graders
is no proverb though
the indication of a christmas tree

onset
first flakes are not indicated
two inches indicate an onset having indicated
onset is my indication regarding wool socks with my tevas nor more than two inches I
wear sorels if otherwise indicated
onset
were a barren trees were a grass green or brown were a still lake were an occasioned
cloudy sky mention
first flakes are indicated
said three calendar months
onset
were I to say belief then though nor necessarily certainty accustomed to the seasons
each in their own form anticipation from the last and the last before
say onset is the start of the next
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how does it become a bad idea [adolph hitler]
given it comes up every five years
this is two thousand twenty after the death of christ and
were it that nineteen forty four nineteen forty six is adolph hitler shot himself in
the head in a bunker or died of old age
it is adolph hitler
german idealism pride german idealism
eighteen sixties if I am not mistaken
world war one world war two
the bad idea is the death of others
adolph hitler may or may not have been representative though was spoken
german idealism pride german idealism

about churches
I celebrate mass at saint thomas aquinas catholic parrish in madison wisconsin a brick
facility altar located with the priest facing north west north congregation facing
south east south wooden pews and a tiered layers I prefer to sit in the second tier on
the right facing the priest of course
country churches
driving by the square ones with crosses driving by the gymnasium looking one with the
cross with the temporary lettering sign driving by the chapel of the holy dove toward
the grand canyon the hike near the lake south east from sauk city across the wisconsin
river up the hill to the chapel the lutheran-ist facility the one I am indicating is
three miles east of my property is not modest may indicate a school a cross is
situated near the road
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citizen responsibilities
jury I was summoned three times and indicated I had qualified other obligations each
time
I pay taxes
I vote I am a liberal democrat not a progressive democrat and vote party lines unless
I otherwise indicate a congregational church a meriter health clinic and now a local
park visitation center three locations in the last twenty years voting records have
been kept were my ballot considered I am a liberal democrat inclusive of republican

on consumerism
my first retail professional experience was at age fifty after having worked in the
qualified social service area for ten point plus years throughout which I was
academically engaged twenty one point years point plus mickey mouse point plus point
plus continuing education regarding consumerism a token economy federal mint regarding
currency and a goods
I prefer gala apples typically at one dollar sixty nine cents per pound today at one
dollar ninety nine cents per pound though appeared organic
exclusively
value for value representatively of course given token for token were identical tokens
equal an acquisition of necessary tokens called united states dollars then
given a stores and local currencies eventual a goods are established and a local
currencies are replaced with the currency of the larger geopolitic a goods established
a consumer market is established with regards to access to what is wanted and
available in return the seller would be inclined to offer what they believed to be
desirable to the consumer because they would acquire dollars and purchase what they
themselves desired
cyclical is the idea that a value is recycled as currency though were there no
original dollars to enter the cycle the individual would be exterior to capitalism
therefore otherwise inclined regarding dollars as to essential needs such as food
shelter and unessential needs
were a thought that there be an indication to production regarding entry into such
token economy such thought may or may not be indicated regarding data
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were you even unschooled watch your curriculum [sanna sorensen]
unschooled then
fish snow machine mountain bike horse pine cone fight capture the flag ski
were a parents inclined having schooled an unschooling then a consideration of
preferred curricular intentions for their children whether formal as academically
fundamental or to educate in a manner consistent with a particular way of life
curriculum is not school
I am intentional I am intentional
a boy as I were schooled nor I would consider the idea of unschooling excepting to no
longer attend school a reason
having been expelled nor I
having been parentally removed from the school in an interest
considered unschooled

unqualified prompt all unqualified prompts are unqualified
accomplishment and
then positive reinforcement

I said all the stars and I meant it

computer generated theory computer generated data collection null and void
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who would expect a reason for intentionality
smoking alone
the sky and the whisped clouds like an old feather that I do not notice because
east north of saint vincent de paul verona wisconsin is a state capital
between which is an old education building with curriculum
a contained curricular environment in itself
a contained curricular environment is a framed environment curriculum itself is framed
the old education building is a three or four story building on the second floor is a
classroom
wooden floors single paned windows moveable fixed table desks chalkboard table with
lectern trash can two walls I have indicated the remaining two walls I cannot recall
smoking alone
bud vase one dollar employee discount
unabridged webster dictionary walnut cracker one dollar fifty employee discount
middle reader book one dollar employee discount
rei walking stick one dollar employee discount
three of six west germany votive tealight candles six hour forty years old I imagine
point two six cents at the cash register indicated at the donation center

bring my spouses to work day
a pallet
that was it after that I punched out and we went home

returned to policy social policy is inclusive of education policy
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blue moon astronomical event harvest festival
ethnoastronomical event nor due to the astronomical position of the moon rather
because is relative to a single calendar month in which two full moons appear thus an
ethnoastronomical indication because of an astronomical phenomenon in relation to a
social calendar
ethnoastronomy to name a star is not to rename a star
astronomy is an ethnoastronomic word in itself as a word [logos]
harvest festival walnut tree forest
last week
cosmic cycles gary fisher through the autumn foliage the paved path forty two degrees
I could see my breath
the single track nearby fifteen years ago downhill and a log over with chainring third
wheel touched my foot on the log and continued training manual
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negative volume
trying to get back to zero state of wisconsin
what I hear
planet news
a blood indication goes in cold a plasma is taken for forty dollars whore
the medical doctor indicates pathology the juris doctor indicates pathology
communism from what philosophy nor question a graduated ends of society [karl marx]
and internal to what final system what philosophy nor I indicate a one and prior to a
communism were free market economy [they eat food]
the neighbors
local things
not as easy to locate gala apples as previous
free market economy
vocation practice ritual flame the poem the frame of the poem
presidential election president donald trump candidate joe biden tuesday november
three two thousand twenty indicated my voting precinct meriter clinic since two
thousand four will change to elver park as indicated as an attempted attendee to the
democratic national convention august twenty two thousand twenty though the convention
was nonexistent there were security guards and barricades and fences though no people
nor propaganda I plan to vote for candidate joe biden
the unmarked graves with plastic flowers the undertaker was paid
on determining a preferred hospital cafeteria
were a preference cheeseburger french fries two cartons of milk
were a preference chicken fried steak new potatoes mixed vegetables juice
were a preference spaghetti with meatballs garlic bread water
were a preference cheeseburger french fries two cartons of milk and the grill was out
of service another hospital cafeteria would be indicated
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there is no experiential break
raw data given qualitative research is inclusive of quantitative research that
subjective data inclusive of notes opinion and audio and video recordings and photos
and more objective data such as numbers and checkmarks and time intervals and other
intervals are eventually interpreted
internal medicine to a social policy researcher is reference internal medicine
department to a social policy researcher is reference
social policy research advocacies
homelessness
clean water clean air
food and shelter
there is no experiential break
raw data an interpretation a summative compilation

about numbers
rational and irrational
whole and interval
positive and negative
zero is not a number

elevations the course of the mississippi river descends four hundred and twenty two
feet to sea level
altitudes thirty eight thousand feet cruising speed seven hundred and fifty miles per
hour sea level beneath of course

whether law whether policy arrived without the other law is evidentiary in its
appearance whether an advocacy were an indication of law were laws presumption
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my own peace
peace mentioned in the absence of peace
were a single meaning of the word
aesthetics as sense perception and interpretation may or may not indicate peace
peace is indicated by interpretation
peace is not arrived at by interpretation why mention peace at all
aesthetics as sense perception and interpretation why mention at all
a meadow for example with company and a measured hike through trees and a moment later
were it then a consideration of aesthetics to indicate a particular smell a particular
sight and a physical exertion after a completion say aesthetic interpretation
aesthetics considered philosophically is other than art I will say for the moment that
art is material aesthetics assumes an object
peace considered aesthetically peace considered philosophically

my own stillness
is a place
unconsidered

art is a declaration
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hiding out
exterior to that which presents itself decidedly
hiding in
interior as that which presents itself decidedly

the indication of accuracy a moral center were it said science
the indication of accuracy a moral center were it believed
were a moral center a cell indicating accuracy mention truth were truth indicated
were a moral center other than a cell and inclusive of that cell and that cell and
that cell then

social policy research
education policy research
port research
Catholic Shaman
catholic shaman
franciscan
6.50 bookbinder
literary agent
poet
barnes and noble
professor
teacher
poet in residence
port research
material artist on occasion
rape convent
convent
humpty dumpty institute

saleability indicates a market indicates a desire to sell
that which is given
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philosophy of poetry
need I indicate say written I write I read
written poetry is no form though a form unforgotten
read poetry is a readers interpretation
poetry is inclusive of philosophy

philosophy of philosophy
need I indicate say written I write I read
written philosophy I begin with a title a paper of a designated length before I write
to think is not to write I once read anonymously
writing is evidentiary
I read exclusively
aesthetics
logic
moral philosophy
poetry
middle readers
philosophy is inclusive of poetry

philosophy poem
the old walnut browner than I harvest
nor pealed by a squirrel will
next season turn the grassmowers blades from sharp
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deciduous and cornfields indicated wisconsin
coniferous and treefarms indicated washington
fertilizer lakes seaweed
groundwater
dams
species survival
air is alright with I

were there no indigenous group
an existing group or to say
he is more local than I

censorship
indicates value and
what is published
what is edited and
for what audience
my own parameters indicate what comes to mind
I cite references if indicated otherwise
I make no claim
and where a publications distributed indicate an audience
access to ink

items that disappear though not in front of my eyes
I could make a list
and an annoyance
nor my indication their removal
intentionally unoffended
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work camp
not afore a month ago is work camp introduced
whether a function of authority or either self induced
work is
whether a function of authority an ends as productive or either related to effort
itself
whether a function of oneself an ends as not necessarily productive as not necessarily
reinforcing sense dependent on conditions
camp is a bordered facility
whether a function of authority
my lesson will be inclusive of your lesson
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their intentions are a question at the end
sword
study
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